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Kirkby Stephen Town Council Transport Audit  2022 

Introduction 

In late 2019 Action with Communities in Cumbria (ACT) offered to facilitate a transport audit 

in Kirkby Stephen as a result of problems arising from the withdrawal of many public 

transport opportunities due to budget cuts from the County Council. Requests for 

volunteers were made through the Community Newsletter with marginal success.   

Owing to the Coronavirus Pandemic no action was taken until 2022 when it was possible to 

recruit and assemble a working group to progress the proposal.  This report combines the 

various activities and stages of the audit, sets out options for public transport 

improvements, and provides an update on how these proposals are being introduced.  

Acknowledgements 

Kirkby Stephen Town Council would like to thank Cumbria County Council for funding this 

project through the BSOG grant, Lorraine Smythe of Action with Communities in Cumbria 

and Kellie Bradburn Simms of Cumbria County Council for facilitating the work and the 

numerous volunteers who gave up their time in the various workshops.  

Summary of findings 

From this work the Council has identified the community transport priorities as follows: 

1. One Stop Shop for information – Combined Timetable now produced and will be 
continued 

2. Scheduled bus development – agreement to explore subsidy possibilities to grow a 
sustainable service 

3. Liftshare.com – to be promoted within the community and included in the 
Combined Timetable for future editions 

4. Increased taxi service – needs discussions with existing operators 
5. Demand responsive buses  
6. Secure Hitch Hiking app 

 
We did consider whether “Liftshare” and Secure Hitch-Hiking were merely two aspects of 

the same service, as might be Improved Taxi services and Demand Responsive Buses. It may 

be beneficial to group these ideas together as they are progressed.                                               

The Town Council needs to establish some continuity for this project, with an identified 

councillor responsibility (elections in 2023!) and a Community Transport Group set up based 

on the existing working group, perhaps accountable to the Upper Eden CIC if we hope that 

other parishes will contribute. It also recognises that resource constraints will limit when 

these ideas might move forward. 
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Background 

Kirkby Stephen is a market town in the Eden Valley on the extreme eastern edge of Cumbria. The 

parish population is around 2000, but taking into account neighbouring villages, around 5000 people 

live within the local area, approaching 400 square miles in extent. 

 

The towns providing major services to this part of Cumbria are Kendal and Penrith, both 

approximately 25 miles away. Barnard Castle in County Durham is closer, 22 miles, but the A66 road 

across the northern Pennines can often be closed due to snow in winter months. 

 

Historically regular bus services connected Kirkby Stephen with both Kendal and Penrith, with 4 or 5 

return journeys each day, allowing travel for education, work, medical and dental appointments in a 

flexible manner. No regular public transport has connected Kirkby Stephen to Barnard Castle since 

the closure of the railway for passenger trains in 1962, with the exception of the Cumbria Classic 

Coaches weekly shopping excursion. 

 

The major economic activities in the Upper Eden area are agriculture and tourism, with few 

employers with large numbers of employees. Salaries are considerably lower than the national 

average and many workers need to commute substantial distances to achieve higher incomes. The 

lack of bus services impairs the ability to work away from the town without use of a car. It also 

impacts on the tourism offer, encouraging car use to the detriment of the wider experience. 

 

Due to withdrawal of the County Council subsidy, Stagecoach ceased the regular Kendal service in 

2015.  Kendal College commissioned a replacement college service, leaving Kirkby Stephen early in 

the morning and returning late afternoon from Kendal to suit college students. This service operated 

in college term-time only. Although initially it took other paying passengers, it was of little use for 

workers due to the limited operating dates. More recently this service has been replaced by a 

private hire service which is now restricted to college students. 

 

At the end of 2016, Grand Prix Services of Brough ceased the operation of the regular service from 

Kirkby Stephen to Penrith. The county council subsidy had already been withdrawn and the operator 

was unable to make the service pay. Impending retirement of the Grand Prix owners and the needs 

for vehicle replacement to DDA standards, led to withdrawal of the service. 

 
Since the withdrawal of the County Council subsidy a number of ways of providing public transport 
have emerged.  None of them provide the flexibility of a regular daily service suitable for work or 
education.  
 
Although Kirkby Stephen is served by a number of bus services to the major neighbouring towns 
these services often operate on only one day each week, or are run as excursions later in the day.  
These services are well supported by residents of Upper Eden but they confuse tourists as they are 
not always available when needed. 
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A significant number of residents must now commute by car to and from work, or in some cases 
have moved away from Kirkby Stephen. This has had an impact on the need for car ownership in the 
town, and may have made a contribution to the parking and traffic congestion problems now 
experienced, especially on the A685 trunk road, the major highway through Kirkby Stephen. 
 
Experience in the Upper Eden Visitor Centre is one of great surprise that public transport is lacking in 
our area. The tourism economy could be boosted considerably with better public transport services 
to, from and within our area. 
 
There are no other significant bus operators located in the Upper Eden area willing to provide an 
outgoing regular service to the major towns. Consequently, any operator either has to run buses 
empty to and from the depot early in the morning and late at night, or must remotely locate a 
vehicle and driver in order to provide a suitable service to the residents of the Kirkby Stephen area.  
Neither of these options appears to be attractive to bus operators. 
 
Upper Eden is remote from major population centres and demonstrates significant resilience and a 
problem solving attitude. However, as more and more services are suggested to be volunteer run, 
the area is experiencing a volunteer overload.  
 
The Upper Eden area is devoid of a regular and robust public transport service suitable for frequent 
use for employment, education, shopping and medical reasons. Although a number of stop-gap 
services have developed to provide bus services to the major towns, the contrast between our rural 
area and more populous areas of the country is substantial. Public transport should not have to rely 
on unpaid drivers. 
 

Like many similar areas Upper Eden has an aging population, and the ability to drive in later life may 

diminish. Frequent public transport would be a lifeline to the elderly and infirm and allow 

independent transport for social, commercial and medical reasons. 

 
Ironically, the busiest weekend in Kirkby Stephen is the Easter Commercial Vehicle Rally. Over the 
last 20 years vintage buses have provided a free service between Kirkby Stephen and Brough at 10 
minute intervals. A reliable bus service throughout weekdays for the rest of the year for work, 
education and entertainment would be valued. 
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Initial Plan 

Kirkby Stephen Transport Audit – Project Plan (2021 – 2022) 

 Phase 1 – Establish working group (Nov 2021 – Mar 2022) 
 Phase 2 – Undertake transport survey (Apr 2022 – Jun 2022) 
 Phase 3 – Transport needs and solutions (Jul 2022 – Sept 2022) 
 Phase 4 – Project development, funding and investment (Oct 2022 onwards ) 
 

PHASE ONE ESTABLISH WORKING GROUP 

Timescale: November 2021 – February 2022 
 

Updates:  

Working 
Group 
Demographic 
 

 16-25 year olds (KSGS 6th Form) 

 Working people (local commuters, towns and cities) 

 Elderly residents (Age UK) 

 Women`s Institute 

 KS Rotarian 

 Brough resident 

 Kirkby Stephen resident 

 Ravenstonedale resident 

 Local business representative (Tourism, retail, farming) 
 

 

Recruitment 
Activities 

 Kirkby Stephen Community Newsletter advert – Nov/Dec 21 
 Create poster for display on notice boards at transport locations – 

Jan 2022 
 Social media post on KS and other UE parish channels – Jan 2022 
 Engage with existing contacts – Dec 2021 
 Prepare email to send to key contacts for initial contact – Jan 

2022 
 Create spreadsheet of working group members, contact info, 

availability and skills – Jan 2022 

 

Meetings Initial project 
planning meeting 

3rd November 
2021 

Attendees: Mike Walker,  
Alistair Kirkbride, Kellie 
Bradburn-Sims 

 

 Working Group 
Intro and project 
plan  

Feb 2022 
(TBC) 

Attendees: 
All working group members 

 

 Consultancy led 
transport audit 
planning session 

Mar 2022 
(TBC) 

Attendees: 
All working group members 

 

Outcomes; Established working group of  
Minimum of 8 individuals across demographic 
Working group commitments for phase 2 and 3 
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PHASE 
TWO 

UNDERTAKE TRANSPORT SURVEY 

Timescale: Apr 2022 – June 2022 
 

Updates:  

Survey 
Activities 

 Mapping of current transport in and around 
Kirkby Stephen  

 Create transport survey  
 Plan distribution of survey across all 

demographics 
 Regular posts on social media to encourage 

community feedback on survey 
 Create spreadsheet to record feedback, 

identifying transport needs and suggested 
solutions  

Working 
Group 

 

Meetings Local transport 
mapping session 

Apr 2022 Attendees; 
Mike Walker, Amy Frith, 
Kellie Bradburn-Sims CCC 

 

 Survey planning   May 2022 Attendees: 
All working group 
members 

 

 Survey outcomes, 
solutions planning  

Sept 2022  Attendees: 
All working group 
members 

 

Outcomes; Better understanding of transport needs across the community 
Identified solutions and project opportunities  
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Establishment of a Working Group 

The Kirkby Stephen Community Newsletter was used to advertise the need for volunteers to 

contribute to the audit.  Only two volunteers put their names forward, but one had left the area by 

the time we began the work. The Council recognised the need to reach out to all sections of the 

community and addressed the Care sector, the Womens’ Institute, the Rotary Club, the Local 

Memory Club, Freemasons, Youth Organisations, The Grammar School, the Visitor Centre, local 

businesses, adjacent parishes, Young Farmers, young families, single mothers and individuals known 

to the Council. 

Our first workshop was attended by 8 volunteers, plus a Councillor and a Cumbria County Council 

facilitator. Although we held the meetings in the early evening to suit all sections of the resident 

population, most of the contributors were over 40. However, we continued as all the participants 

could appreciate the difficulties experienced by other sections of the resident population who found 

it difficult to attend. 
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Consultant’s Report 

Transport & access: Kirkby Stephen & Upper Eden 

 

Summary 

Kirkby Stephen town council commissioned external expertise to help understand more clearly 

opportunities for tackling the recognised limited transport service provision in the Upper Eden area. 

The approach taken involved: 

1. Setting out more clearly the problem.  

What sort of activities can’t currently be done or are very inconvenient or expensive as a 

result of the existing transport system? This helped to be clear what any improvements to 

transport had to deliver – i.e. it’s about the activities, not about the transport 

2. What sort of transport solutions are worth considering? 

This involved a net being cast wide to bring together types of services that work elsewhere 

that might tackle the problems that had been identified. These were considered as a 

complement to also considering opportunities for enhancing services that already exist in 

the local area. 

3. What is the appetite for development? 

Just because something works somewhere doesn’t mean it is going to work well and be 

welcomed somewhere else. In this study, the solutions were discussed among the working 

group to help to determine which should be prioritised for development. 

 

This report was prepared by Alistair Kirkbride, October 18th 2022. alistair.kirkbride@gmail.com   

mailto:alistair.kirkbride@gmail.com
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1. Introduction and approach 

Background, purpose & contexts 

Kirby Stephen Town Council has taken a lead to develop constructive ideas to improve access and 
transport in the Upper Eden area.  
 
The nature of transport services in the area of focus is not unlike many deeper rural areas in 
England, namely very limited scheduled public transport complemented by volunteer-run 
community transport and taxis. In addition to this, there is there is an important but poorly 
understood custom of informal lift-giving. Whilst the majority of journeys are made willingly by 
private car, there is an increasing understanding of “forced” car ownership in rural areas i.e. people 
having to own and run a car due to a lack of alternative ways of making journeys but would prefer 
not to have to.   
 
However difficult it is for people to get around for their day-to-day activities, a key implication and 
trend into the medium term relates to changes in the socio-demographic profile of rural 
settlements. To live in rural areas means having lifestyles that fit with the limited public transport 
availability; the flip side of this is that the (lack of availability) of transport filters out people whose 
lifestyles require it, especially those people who either cannot drive or cannot afford to run a car. 
This has significant implications for the vibrancy and even viability of some settlements. 
 

Approach to finding solutions 

 
This work approached the problem using 

 Pragmatism: the likelihood of significant investment in public or community transport is 
unlikely into the medium term 

 Broad-mindedness regarding possible solutions 

 Acceptance of how things are – in terms of what sorts of people need to make what sorts of 
journeys, when 

 Acceptance that whilst transport in a necessity for all sorts of reasons (getting to work / 
school / hospital etc), access for non-essential reasons such as leisure and socialising are just 
as important in terms of providing good quality of life and wellbeing  

 
Three main questions framed the study: 

1. What sort of people live in the area? 
2. What are their demands for making journeys?  

Where do they want to go, when and why? 

 Together, these were then used to identify the sorts of transport services that work in 
other places in the UK or overseas that are appropriate to consider in this area. It was 
acknowledged that many people are not aware of the more progressive types of services 
that work elsewhere, and so are only able to consider the types of services of which they 
are aware; this approach aimed to try to get over that problem. 

 In addition, we were keen to consider what sort of solutions would attract people to use 
them who currently would use their own private car. A big problem with rural transport 
“schemes” is that they are designed by and for people without cars; whilst their purpose 
is important, it often leads to viability problems and instability. Considering possible 
solutions that might attract private car users not only helps viability, but broadens the 
user base leading to better community cohesion by diffusing “us and them” barriers 
between transport services. 
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3. What is the appetite locally for the different types of services identified as possibly relevant? 
Which services would people like to see developed locally? 
Without local appetite, services that might work well elsewhere are unlikely to work. 

 
Annexe 1 includes more detailed ideas that explain the approach taken in this work. 
 
The main purpose was to determine a list of possible projects, activities and service enhancements 
that could be prioritised for further development locally. The approach adopted was designed so 
that these projects or activities “had legs” i.e. there was reason for them to work locally and there 
was local appetite for them. 
 

2. What’s the problem in the local area? 

2.1. Workshop 1 

The first workshop was designed to consider: 

 What sort of people live in and travel around the upper Eden area? 

This was done to  

o Acknowledge that workshops do not attract all types of people within a community, 

and so attempt to address this using local knowledge 

o Invite participants to explore issues related to transport from a variety of 

perspectives apart from their own 

o Make the findings of the workshop more widely valuable 

o Provide opportunities to consider expanding the user markets for resultant 

transport services and hence their likelihood for viability 

 What sort of issues and problems arise from limitations of the existing transport system? 

What are the range of activities or opportunities that are currently impossible, difficult, 

limited or expensive due to how existing transport works? 

This was done to: 

o Understand what transport needs to do: what are the demands (where, for whom, 

for what purposes, when...) that need to be catered for when identifying and 

designing transport solutions? 

o Provide insight to inform the development of business cases for the enhancement or 

development of services. 

The write-ups of the two groups at the workshop are included in Annexe 2. 

2.2 Local travel behaviour: census data 

Transport planning is frustrated by notoriously incomplete data. This problem becomes worse in 

rural areas. 

This section summarises travel-to-work data from the 2011 census. Within the census data, the only 

place in the parish for which there are data is Kirkby Stephen itself. 

The purpose is to illustrate broad patterns of travel behaviour and demands. In doing this, it helps to 

inform approaches to identifying opportunities for enhancing existing – and/or developing new - 

transport services. 
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Figure 1 shows patterns of travel-to-work by all modes from Kirkby Stephen. 

The following Table and Figures 2 & 3 show the same data as that in Figure 1. 

 From To Trips per day % Cum % 

Kirkby 
Stephen 

Mainly work 
at/from home 

228 26.2% 26.2% 

Kirkby 
Stephen 

Kirkby Stephen 213 24.5% 50.7% 

 

Figure 1 Travel to work patterns & volumes to(red) and from(blue) Kirkby Stephen parish (ONS, 2011) 
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Figure 3 Number of journeys to work per day to Kirkby Stephen (ONS 2011) 

From the perspective of considering transport services, the data show, indicate or suggest: 

 There are about 871 travel-to-work journeys per day relating to Kirkby Stephen 

 About quarter of people  

o work from home (228 people/day) 

o work within Kirkby Stephen (213 journeys/day).  

These journeys lend themselves to walking or cycling. 

o travel to Penrith, Appleby, Kendal or Carlisle (188 journeys/day). 

Figure 2: Number of journeys to work per day from Kirkby Stephen (ONS 2011) 
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These journeys lend themselves to either scheduled public transport to sharing of 

lifts. 

 8.4% journeys are to “no fixed place”. This might mean that the destinations vary (such as 

for sales reps or peripatetic health workers) or are to relatively obscure localities (farms, 

isolated locations etc). 

These journeys are difficult to find non-car solutions in anything but a case by-case basis 

 About three times as many people travel from Kirkby Stephen to work elsewhere than travel 

to Kirkby Stephen to work 

 

 

   

 

Figure 4 How people travel to work in Eden if a car is available in household (ONS 2011)     Figure 5 How people travel to 
work in Eden when a car is not available (ONS 2011) 

Figures 4 & 5 show how people travel to work in Eden (District Council area) if a car is and isn’t 

available in a household. This suggests or indicates: 

 More people work from home in Eden than nationally 

 People use cars only slightly more (to get to work) than on average but walk significantly 

more 
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 People use public transport significantly less than national average – probably due to lack of 

usable services 

 There is a demand for people who do not own a car to use one (Figure 5) – indicating the 

existence of forced car dependency. 

 

2.3 Existing transport services 

Transport services in the local area can be summarised as: 

1. Rail 

The Settle-Carlisle rail line1 provides links between Carlisle (and north) and Settle (to Leeds 
and south, connecting to Lancaster via Long Preston), and access into the village stations 
along the line. There are about 8 trains per day each way north and south from Kirkby 
Stephen. 
Residents within postcode areas in the line’s locality are eligible for a Dales Railcard that 
provides about 1/3 off standard ticket prices. 

2. Scheduled bus 

Cumbria Classic Coaches provide two services, each of which runs on one day of the week 
(only): 

 Monday: Brough to Kirkby Stephen and Kendal (1 return) 

 Wednesday: Ravenstonedale to Kirkby Stephen, Brough and Barnard Castle               

(1 return) 

The Western Dales bus2 provides three services, each of which runs on one day of the week 
(only): 

 S4: Dent, Sedbergh, Cautley, Kirkby Stephen and Brough – Friday (3 returns) 

 S5: Sedbergh, Kirkby Stephen, Tebay, Kendal – Thursday (3 returns) 

 S6: Kirkby Stephen, Brough, Warcop, Penrith – Tuesday (3 returns) 

3. Community Transport: 

Cumbria County Council coordinate the Rural Wheels scheme that “...provides door to door 
transport for people who do not have, or are unable to access scheduled transport or have a 
volunteer driver available. The service can be used for a variety of purposes including 
making connections with buses or trains, doctor, dentist or optician appointments, visiting 
friends or family in hospital, shopping, visiting friends or family”3. 

4. Community Wheels - Warcop to Appleby 
 Fridays at 09.30. Meets the Stagecoach 563 at Appleby to/from Penrith arriving Penrith 10:50 and 
 returning from Penrith at 13:40 

       5. Taxi services 

Three taxi companies are based in or near to Kirkby Stephen: Prima Taxis, AM Taxi, and BD 
taxis. They provide services not only for local trips for residents, but to visitors (e.g. on the 
Coast-to-Coast walk) and for longer journeys (to airports, mainline rail stations etc). 

The private car is the main form of transport for most people in the local area.  

It is acknowledged that lift-giving is a common – and often crucial – way that people get around the 

local area. In the Scottish highlands, research has suggested that over half of all journeys made by 

households who do not have access to a car are by car through lifts. 

                                                           
1 https://settle-carlisle.co.uk/  
2 https://www.westerndalesbus.co.uk/  
3 https://cumbria.gov.uk/roads-transport/public-transport-road-safety/transport/commtrans/ruralwheels.asp  

https://settle-carlisle.co.uk/
https://www.westerndalesbus.co.uk/
https://cumbria.gov.uk/roads-transport/public-transport-road-safety/transport/commtrans/ruralwheels.asp
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It should also be acknowledged that in many rural areas, “forced” or reluctant car ownership is 

increasingly common4 where “... households own cars, despite limited economic resources. FCO is 

thought to result in households cutting expenditure on other necessities and/or reducing travel 

activity to the bare minimum, both of which may result in social exclusion”. 

 

  

                                                           
4 Mattioli, G. 2017 ‘Forced Car Ownership’ in the UK and Germany: Socio-Spatial Patterns and Potential Economic 

Stress Impacts, Social Inclusion 5(4):147-160. 
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3. Types of solutions 

The creation of a better understanding of the locality and access & transport-related issues allowed 

for a clearer understanding of possible transport solutions to 

be put together.  

In recent years, there has been an explosion in the 

development of good (and bad) practice in rural transport 

services. The EU SMARTA project5 focussed for several years on bringing together good practice and 

nurturing innovation in rural mobility. In 2021, the International Transport Forum published 

Innovations for better Rural Mobility6. Closer to home, in 2020 and 2022, the University of 

Hertfordshire chaired two programmes of roundtable discussions on rural transport, partly to inform 

the Department for Transport’s emerging Future Rural Mobility agenda7.  

Whilst there is always a temptation to try to copy successful projects from elsewhere, we proceeded 

with an approach that was based on the assumption that there needs to be not only an appetite for 

solutions in principle, but sensitivity about whether a solution would “fit” locally – with people’s 

lifestyles and local cultures. The next stage of the work therefore:  

 identified what sorts of transport solutions might be worth considering for the locality 

 combined these with services that already exist 

 presented these together to understand local appetite for any subsequent prioritisation for 

development. 

                                                           
5 https://ruralsharedmobility.eu/  
6 https://www.itf-oecd.org/innovations-better-rural-mobility  
7 The future of transport outside cities: a report on roundtables held by the University of Hertfordshire Smart Mobility 

Unit, Jan-July 2020; https://www.herts.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/339397/1107-UH-Roundtable-

Report_P5.pdf  

https://ruralsharedmobility.eu/
https://www.itf-oecd.org/innovations-better-rural-mobility
https://www.herts.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/339397/1107-UH-Roundtable-Report_P5.pdf
https://www.herts.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/339397/1107-UH-Roundtable-Report_P5.pdf
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Solution Description / detail What would this allow? Practicability? 

Enhanced 
trains 

Look (further) into possibilities for: 
1. Timings to fit local use better 
2. Easier access to station by variety of modes (shuttle bus, 

taxis etc) as part of ticket deal 

Longer distance journeys along 
corridors 
Journeys to Carlisle (commutes, 
shopping, hospital visits, 
entertainment etc) 
Journeys to other station 
destinations 

Long legacy of activity. 
Use existing initiatives to 
revitalise arguments and 
efforts? 
 

Scheduled 
buses: 

Timetabled buses along corridors at scheduled times Access to key destinations along 
corridors not served by train at 
regular times 
Commutes, access to college & other 
services (hospitals etc) & 
entertainment 
 

Use this initiative to explore 
clearer business case for 
enhanced targeted service 
enhancements. “Do a deal” 
between community and 
operator. 

Demand-
responsive 
buses (CT) 

Smaller buses that operate flexibly across a zone (responsive to 
demand by users); access between points in the zone, but 
mainly to/from main hub (KS) from surrounding areas. 
e.g. https://www.stagecoachbus.com/promos-and-
offers/north-east/tees-flex  

Access into/from KS from/to 
surrounding villages and diffuse 
settlements  
Provides access into scheduled 
corridor transport services via KS 
Integration with existing CT/buses 
could enhance fare revenues (etc) 
 

Enhance existing CT by  
1. targeting services more 

closely on demands 
2. re-profiling services to new 

markets 
for the purposes of increasing 
revenues by increasing and 
widening and appeal of 
services  
Work with CCC / WFC to 
develop services as extension 
of their Rural Mobility Fund 
project link to whichever 
operator wins RMF contract 
with upper Eden opportunities 
 
 

https://www.stagecoachbus.com/promos-and-offers/north-east/tees-flex
https://www.stagecoachbus.com/promos-and-offers/north-east/tees-flex
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Integration of 
all bus services 
into single 
offer 

Integrate ticketing and information so that whole offer better 
than parts e.g. https://www.fflecsi.wales/  

Widens appeal of non-car use to car 
users and hence captures new 
revenues to allow for stability & 
service enhancements 

Work with CCC / WFC to 
develop services as extension 
of their Rural Mobility Fund 
project 

Lift/rideshare System that matches people wanting lifts to people making 
journeys in private cars.  
e.g. https://liftshare.com/uk  https://www.blablacar.co.uk/  
 
Link to existing CT car schemes – to widen appeal 

Allows planned journeys to be 
matched for people across 
communities – e.g. commuters 
taking students to college, shared 
shopping trips, routine commutes, 
journeys within social networks (WI, 
scouts, sports teams etc) 

Develop a lift sharing site for 
Upper eden via communities / 
with CCC/WFC 

Secure hitching (more) spontaneous “hitching” system that uses mobile tech 
for security (+ embedded into community networks) & bus 
stops/cafes etc as hitching posts  
e.g. https://rezopouce.fr  

Spontaneous journeys to be made – 
legitimises hitching within the 
community 

Rezopouce open to 
development in UK 

Community-
located pay-as-
you-go car club  

1. pay-as-you-go cars located in communities available 24/7 
on account (usage billed monthly) 
e.g.  
https://www.co-wheels.org.uk/lake_district 
https://www.enterprisecarclub.co.uk/gb/en/  

2. peer-to-peer car club – people can book and rent other 
people’s private cars 
e.g. https://www.hiyacar.co.uk/  

Occasional car use without car 
ownership 

1. Co-wheels and Enterprise 
already in Cumbria – 
negotiate cars in Upper 
Eden 

2. Promoting peer-to-peer 
operator in local area to 
create network of available 
cars 

 

Uber-style 
“Local cab” 
community 
taxis 

Local people become occasional taxi drivers via Uber “Local 
cab” platform 
e.g. https://www.nwemail.co.uk/news/19610569.increased-
demand-leads-arrival-uber-windermere-kendal/  
 
 
 
 
 

Provides lower cost taxi services 
from smaller settlements (reduces 
“dead” mileage) 
Provides revenue to local people 

Explore how to develop Uber 
Local Cab network locally 

https://www.fflecsi.wales/
https://liftshare.com/uk
https://www.blablacar.co.uk/
https://rezopouce.fr/
https://www.co-wheels.org.uk/lake_district
https://www.enterprisecarclub.co.uk/gb/en/
https://www.hiyacar.co.uk/
https://www.nwemail.co.uk/news/19610569.increased-demand-leads-arrival-uber-windermere-kendal/
https://www.nwemail.co.uk/news/19610569.increased-demand-leads-arrival-uber-windermere-kendal/
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Ebike 
availability 

Ebikes available locally as  

 Network of 24/7 pay-as-you-go from pick-up stations 
(village halls etc) 

 Try-before-you-buy and ebike loans 

 Promote cycle-to-work scheme to allow for reduced cost 
purchase 

Ebikes appeal to much wider types of 
people than pedal cycles; provide 
viable option for short-medium 
distance journeys – ideal for within 
upper Eden area 

Work with eden-e-motion in 
Hartley to explore possibilities. 
Contact 
www.communityebikes.org 
once launched (summer 2022) 
to develop local model. 

 

Other 

1. “Intermodal” integration between services – e.g. out by train, back by taxi 

2. One-stop-shop for access and transport information – to raise awareness of options and possibilities 

3. (Semi) live information - to make more on-demand services (DRT, lift sharing) make sense for people 

4. Delivery pick-up lockers – reducing failed “white van” trips – to make roads safer for active travel  

5. Local CiC - that allows “mode-agnostic” development (i.e. not just buses or trains or bikes or shared transport) and economic models for operation 

that allow for better integration and cross-subsidy between services.  
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4. Mapping of identified problems back to possible solutions 

The following table makes an attempt to map the problems identified (section ?) with possible solutions 

(section 3).  

It can be read in two ways: 

 Across: suggests the function and value of each of the transport solutions 

For instance, it suggests that enhanced rail services would be very useful for visitor access, and fairly 

useful for a further 8 reasons 

 Down: indicates the range of solutions that could be available to tackle each of the identified 

problems. 

For instance, options for getting back after a night out might be made easier with demand 

responsive buses, integrated services (e.g. train out, bus home), lift sharing or secure hitching, local 

taxi or via ebike. 

It is important to acknowledge that different transport solutions help to solve different problems for 

different types of people (younger/older, more/less time pressured, more/less active, more/less 

independent etc). 
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Enhanced trains                         

Scheduled buses:                         

Demand-responsive buses (CT)                         

Integration of all bus services into single offer                         

Lift/rideshare                         

Secure hitching                         

Community-located pay-as-you-go car club                         

Uber-style “Local cab” community taxis                         

Ebike availability                         

             

 

  Yes / effective / useful / important 
   

 

  Perhaps / for some people / in some circumstances 
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5. Appetite for solutions 

The solutions as identified were taken back to the working group for a second workshop. The purposes of 

this were to: 

 Set out and explain the solutions to participants 

 Gauge appetite for the different solutions in terms of whether participants thought they might work 

locally and a level of enthusiasm for them 

 Modify the solutions to fit better based on local knowledge and cultures 

 Mdentify which were worthy to take forward. 

Annexe 3 shows participant feedback in four charts about the solutions: “gut feeling”, local relevance, 

whether they are seen as “doable” locally and which should be prioritised for effort. A combined version of 

these is shown below. 
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6. Summary of desirable solutions and their development plans 

 

The following table summarises which solutions have been identified with comment on existing activity and 

plans for their development. 

 

Solution Existing status Planned development & lead Possible development if 
capacity 

One Stop Shop for 
information 

Combined 
timetable for all 
local Kirkby 
Stephen services 
now produced 
bi-annually  

Continue production of paper 
(leaflet) and web versions by KS 
Town Council 

 

Scheduled bus 
development 
 

3 Western Dales 
Bus routes  
2 Cumbria 
Classis routes 

Agreement between KS Town 
Council and Upper Eden 
Community Plan development 
group to explore possibilities to 
grow a sustainable service 

Explore marketing campaign 
targeting main demand 
patterns to design and trial bus 
services. 

Lift sharing Informal lift-
giving between 
friends and 
family 

The use of Liftshare.com to be 
promoted within the community 
and included in the Combined 
Timetable for future editions (KS 
Town Council)  

Explore marketing campaigns 
targeting  
(i) main commuter demand 
patterns,  (ii) existing social 
groups (WI, scouts, sports 
teams etc.) and (iii) other 
specific demands (e.g. ride 
home from the pub) to 
normalise lift sharing. 

Increased taxi 
service 

As described 
above 

Discuss options for service 
enhancements with existing 
operators (KS Town Council) 

Explore better integration of 
taxis into local transport 
and/or the development of 
“taxi-plus” services8 
Explore Uber-style distributed 
taxi services – to provide 
services from a higher density 
of places 

Demand 
responsive buses 

None in area, but CCC have DfT Rural Mobility Fund 
(RMF) pilot to develop DRT services in other localities 
(Upper Eden Community Plan development group, 
Cumbria Mobility Network) 

Explore possibility of extension 
to RMF pilot and/or 
discussions with DRT operators 
via RMF pilot to develop 
business case for local service 
development.  

Secure Hitch 
Hiking app 

Nothing locally Explore the French 
www.rezopouce.fr service (AK via 
Cumbria Mobility Network) 

 

                                                           
8 Commission for Integrated Transport, 2008 “A New Approach to Rural Public Transport”,  

https://www.transportforqualityoflife.com/u/files/A%20New%20Approach%20to%20Rural%20Public%20Transport.pdf  

http://www.rezopouce.fr/
https://www.transportforqualityoflife.com/u/files/A%20New%20Approach%20to%20Rural%20Public%20Transport.pdf
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Annexe 1: Background ideas that informed the approach adopted 

 

Transport is mostly a derived demand. This means that its serves other purposes (going shopping, to work, 

to see friends etc) rather than being an end in itself.  

This is significant when considering engagement and planning – in that the aim of good transport is to allow 

these other things to happen. For instance, it is tempting for people to believe that ”we need a bus services  

fromX to Y” whereas what might actually be needed are a variety of ways of different types of people to get 

between X and Y at different times and for different purposes; a single, older person may prefer a taxi or lift 

with a known driver to take her or him to a doctor’s appointment; a scout or WI group may want? a network 

to help share lifts to evening meetings; college students might want a low-cost bus to take them to college 

and back each day.  

A way of structuring this is to use a method called logic mapping9 as illustrated below 

 

. Importantly, steps 1 and 2 are about setting out  

1. Contexts, problems & issues.  

What are the real problems that need to be tackled or opportunities that have been identified? Is 
there clarity and agreement about these across the community? What are relevant issues, policy 
contexts and trends into which any developments or interventions need to fit? 

2. Impacts, ambition & vision. 

What are the longer term ambitions and vision(s)?  Where are you trying to get to? What are the 
desirable impacts of any interventions? Is there clarity and agreement about these? 

Note that this is not about identifying solutions at this stage. The risks of identifying solutions too early are: 

 That they might be poorly informed “we need a bus” without working through fully whether the 

solutions are appropriate to relieve the problems that are identified (e.g. scouts not being able to 

                                                           
9 Logic mapping is used in various form to help create cases for resilient transport interventions when applying for 

funding from e.g. the Department for Transport; https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/logic-mapping-hints-and-

tips-guide  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/logic-mapping-hints-and-tips-guide
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/logic-mapping-hints-and-tips-guide
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get to an evening meeting from surrounding villages), and/or to  deliver on the outcomes (e.g. 

interaction to reduce social isolation among young people in dispersed rural areas) . It might be that 

a bus is the solution. 

 It means that “pet projects” dominate the discussions rather than appropriate solution being fully 

considered. 

 Solutions are developed that might not satisfy real demands or create new opportunities (that are 

current being limited by a lack of transport), leading to low usage and failure due to very low 

revenues compared to costs. 
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Annexe 2: outputs of two groups from Workshop 1 (May 12th 2022) 

Two groups of six people worked on two exercises where they were asked to consider the following: 

1. Types of people & households locally (20 minutes) 

 Think of the types of people that live in the local area and try to put these into about 6 categories.  

 Describe each category in one or two sentences 

2. Restrictions as a result of existing transport (45 mins) 

Considering the categories identified in (1) who live in Kirkby Stephen, in a village or in more dispersed 
area: 

 For each category, think about how they are restricted as a result of existing transport. 

What can’t they currently do that they need or want to do? 

 Once you have considered these for the different categories and different place types (KS, village, 

deep rural), have a go at trying to identify overlapping problems – such as “access to Kendal for 

work/college” or “evening out with friends” etc.  

 

The outputs of the two groups are summarised below 
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 Person type Access related problems 
(in place types) 

 Kirkby Stephen Villages Rural 
 

G
ro

u
p

 1
 

Working / self 
employed 

Need to get to 
work 
Usually car 
owners 
Need visitors 
coming in 

High Train costs 
Limited Train services / 
inconvenient timings to 
larger areas 
Inflexibility of train services 
Difficulty ofAccess to 
Penrith / Kendal  

Difficulty of access to 
Penrith / Kendal 

 

Unemployed / 
disadvantaged 

Non car owners 
Mobility issues 

Can’t get to supermarkets 
in Kendal/Penrith 

Can’t get to shops, interviews, medical 
centre/hospitals, KS to visit friends 

Non drivers Youngsters 
Unable / unable 
to drive 
Young parents 

Access to college/education 
Socialising with friends 
 

Access to college/education, after-school 
activities, hospital/medical centres 
Socialising with friends 
Meeting other parents / access to baby 
groups 

Retired/elderly Active 
Inactive 

Social issues / often lonely 
Going out for the day 

Multiple car owner 
family 

Unwilling to give 
up cars 

 Going to pub / events with alcohol 

Isolated / remote Living remotely 
Farmers 
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G
ro

u
p

 2
 

Students & young 
people 

College; Socially 
active; Evening 
events 

 Cannot travel independently for college & social 
purposes 
 

Young families Work; Medical 
needs; Shopping; 
Social; 
Transporting 
children / 
swimming 
lessons etc 

 Limited economic & educational opportunities 

Middle aged 
/grown-up families 
(teenage kids) 

Work; Medical; 
shopping 

    

Disabled – elderly – 
people with no car 
/ cannot drive 

Medical; 
shopping, social, 
leisure-holidays 

 Getting back from afternoon/evening events 
Accessing shopping / medical appointments 

Visitors Visit attractions; 
Travel to/from 
home 

 Limited 
opportunities 

Very limited 
opportunities 

Extremely 
limited 
opportunities 

Car user      

Single people      
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Annexe 3: Appetite for identified transport solutions 
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